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We show analytically and numerically that highly dispersive media can be used to drastically increase
lifetimes of high-Q microresonators. In such a resonator, lifetime is limited either by undesired coupling to
radiation, or by intrinsic absorption of the constituent materials. The presence of dispersion weakens coupling
to the undesired radiation modes and also effectively reduces the material absorption.
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Microcavities with long life times and very small modal
volumes si.e., very narrow transmission resonance widths
Gtransd have important applications in many different fields
including photonicsf1,2g, nonlinear opticsf3g, biosensing
f4g, cavity quantum electrodynamicsf5g, and novel fre-
quency standardsf6g. For many applications, on-chip reso-
nators are highly preferredf7g. Limits to increasing lifetimes
of such micro-resonators are most often determined by their
intrinsic losses: absorption of the constituent materialfwhich
determines the absorption quality factorQabs;vres/ s2Gabsdg,
or undesired coupling to radiation modes due to imperfect
confinementswhich determines the radiationQradd. The qual-
ity factor of a resonatorQtrans=1/s1/Qrad+1/Qabs+1/QIOd
cannot be larger than the smaller ofQrad and Qabs sQIO is
determined by the coupling to the input and outputd. On a
separate front, recent workf8–10g has shown how the trans-
mission curve of a perfect macroscopic ring cavity, coupled
only to its input and output ports can be significantly nar-
rowed by insertion of highly dispersive mediafin that case,
using electromagnetically induced transparencysEITdg. It is
tempting to speculate whether highly dispersive media could
be used to significantly narrow transmission resonance
widths of high-Q microresonators. Naively, one might think
that this approach cannot work: if dispersion increases the
lifetime of a resonator, that means that the light residing in
the resonator has more time to interact with the absorptive
material, and more time to couple to the undersired radiation
modes. Therefore, it seems that one would again be limited
by Qabs, andQrad, the same as before. In this manuscript, we
show, that this picture is not correct: inserting highly disper-
sive material into a cavity drastically increases all ofQrad,
Qabs, andQIO, and this phenomenon could therefore be used
to design microresonators with lifetimes orders of magnitude
larger than what was previously possible.

For definiteness, imagine a resonator, with one input, and
one output channel, with equal input and output couplings.
The material from which the resonator is made is approxi-
mately nondispersive, but it has some finite absorption.
Imagine further that the confinement of the resonator is not
perfect, so the resonator is also coupled to undesired radia-
tion modes. The transmission of this resonator can be mod-
eled f11g as

Poutsvd
Pinsvd

=
GIO

2

sv − vresd2 + sGrad+ Gabs+ GIOd2 , s1d

wherePout, andPin are outgoing and incoming powers,vres
is the resonant frequency,Gabsis the absorption-decay width,
Grad is the radiation-decay width, andGIO is the width due to
the coupling with input and output. As long asGabs, Grad
!GIO, the transmission width of this system can efficiently
be lowered by decreasing the coupling to input and output
sGIOd. However, because of nonzeroGabs and Grad, this pro-
gram cannot be followed indefinitely: the ultimate limit to
the transmissionQtrans;vres/2sGrad+Gabs+GIOd of this sys-
tem is set byQtrans,vres/2sGrad+Gabsd. Note also that as we
approach the limitingQtrans, according to Eq.s1d, the peak
transmission drops rapidly to zero.

For pedagogical reasons, consider first changing the index
of refraction inside such a cavity by a smalldn. According to
perturbation theory, the only effect of thisdn will be to
change the resonance frequencyvres, thereby sliding the
whole transmission curve in Eq.s1d sideways:vres→vresf1
−dns /nsvresdg, wheres is the fraction of theD energy of the
cavity mode contained in the region wheredn is applied:

s ; FE
Vdn

d3x «sr duEsr du2GYFE
Vmode

d3x«sr duEsr du2G .

Next, consider replacing the material from which the cav-
ity is made with a material that has the samensvresd, but is
now highly dispersive; we can use the same perturbation
theory to determine what happens. However, in this case,
every frequencyv experiences a different shift of resonance
frequency: that is,v perceives being in a system in which the
induceddn is given by

dnsvd = nsvd − nsvresd < Usv − vresd
dn

dv
U

vres

. s2d

Note that clearlydnsvresd=0. Thisdn is small, since we are
interested only in behavior of frequencies close tovres, so we
are justified in using a perturbative approach for studying
this problem. It is convenient to express everything in terms
of the group velocity vGsvresd=c/ fnsvresd
+ uvressdn/dvduvres

g of the dispersive material, and model the
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vG as being nearly constant over the narrow spectral bandwidth of the cavityf12g: udn/dvuvres
<fc/vG−nsvresdg /vres. Finally,

according to our perturbation theory, each frequencyv perceives a different effectiveṽressvd;vres−fssv−vresd /nsvresdg
3fc/vG−nsvresdg. Pluggingṽres in place ofvres in Eq. s1d, and slightly rearranging, we obtain

Poutsvd
Pinsvd

=

GIO
2 YF1 +

s

nsvresd
S c

vG
− nsvresdDG2

sv − vresd2 + sGrad+ Gabs+ GIOd2YF1 +
s

nsvresd
S c

vG
− nsvresdDG2 . s3d

According to Eq.s3d, every single decay mechanism out of
this resonatorsGrad, Gabs, and GIOd gets suppressed by the
same factor: (1+fs /nsvresdgfc/vG−nsvresdg), and thereby
Qtrans is increased by the same factor:

Qtrans→ QtransF1 +
s

nsvresd
S c

vG
− nsvresdDG , s4d

while Tpeak remains unchanged.
This increase of the quality factor can be physically un-

derstood as follows. According to Eq.s2d, v.vres experi-
encesdn.0, thereby perceiving a resonance curve shifted to
the left smeaning lower transmission than otherwised. Simi-
larly, v,vresexperiencesdn,0, again implying a reduction
of transmission sincev,vres perceives the resonance curve
as being shifted to the right. Therefore, the final perceived
transmission width is severely narrowed. Note that the en-
hancement factor could be huge in real physical systems:
assumings,1, nsvresd,1, andvG/c<10−7 sas observed in
a recent ultraslow-lightsUSLd experimentf13gd, we get the
enhancement factor of order 107, at which point one could
start envisioning implementation of miniature, integrable
atomic clocks.

In order to confirm the validity of our model from Eq.s3d,
we perform a series of numerical experiments on an exem-
plary microcavity system. That is, we perform finite-
difference-time-domainsFDTDd simulations, which solve
Maxwell’s equations exactlyswith no approximation apart
for the discretizationd, including the dispersion, with
perfectly-matched-layerssPMLd boundary conditions. The
cavity we focus our attention on is a typical monorail pho-
tonic crystal microcavityf14g, shown in top plot of Fig. 1. It
consists of a periodically corrugated waveguide; the cavity is
introduced by introducing a defect into the periodicity. The
signal is sent down the waveguide on the leftswhich serves
as the input channeld; it couples through tunneling into the
cavity, from where it decays into the radiation modes, and
also into the waveguide on the left, and the waveguide on the
right swhich serves as the output channeld. Since in the cur-
rent work we are not interested in a particular physical sys-
tem but rather in studying the underlying physical phenom-
ena, we can reduce our numerical requirements immensely
by studying a 2Dsinstead of 3Dd system; we do not expect
the physics of our particular 2D model to be any different
than its 3D counterpart. In all our simulations, the numerical
resolution is 40pts/a.

FIG. 1. sColord The photonic crystal microcavity system used in
all our numerical experiments. The top panel is a sketch of the
systemsred denotesn=3.464, the rest isn=1d. If we denote the
thickness of the monorail witha, then the distance between succes-
sive holes is alsoa, except for the defect in the periodicity which
presents the cavity, where the distance between the holes is in-
creased to 1.4a. The radius of each hole is 0.35a. In various nu-
merical simulations in this paper, we change only the properties of
the “central,” shaded region of this structure; the thickness of this
region is the same as the monorail, while its width is 0.6a. The
central panel shows the magnetic field of the confined mode, which
is perpendicular to the plane everywhere, while the electric field lies
in the plane. The bottom panel shows results of a transmission
“measurement” through the system.
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As our first numerical simulation, we “measure” the trans-
mission through our system, in the case whenn=3.464 in the
“central” region. The modal profile of the resonant mode is
shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 1. The band gap extends
from v<0.2s2pc/ad to v<0.35s2pc/ad. As shown by the

blue curve in Fig. 2, the resonant frequency of the cavity
occurs atvres=0.25443s2pc/ad, Qtrans=308, and on-resonant
transmission is Tpeak; Poutsvresd /Pinsvresd=0.7597. The
transmission is limited to the value below 100% because of
the coupling to the radiation modes:

Qrad= Qtrans/s1 −ÎTpeakd = 2399.

Next, we introduce material dispersion into the “central”
region of our system: itsnsvd is shown in Fig. 3f15g. The
system is designed so that Rehnsvresdj=nSisl=1.5 mmd
=3.464, Imhnsvresdj=0, whilevGsvresd /c=0.0453.sThis par-
ticular value of vG makes comparison with a comparable
nondispersive cavity easier, as we will see later.d Over the
frequency range of interest, dispersion is almost linearssovG
is nearly constantd, while absorption is very small. When we
calculate the transmission through this system, we obtain the
solid green curve in Fig. 2, which hasvres
=0.25446s2pc/ad, Tpeak=0.7613, and Qtrans=1106. This
value of Qtrans is consistent with the one obtained by plug-
ging vGsvresd /c=0.0453, Qtrans=308 sfrom the blue curve
aboved, and s=0.425,swhich is obtained with a numerical
computation that is independent of the other computationsd
into the perturbation theory result given by Eq.s4d f16g.
Despite the fact that light now spends much more time in the
cavity sthereby having more time to couple to the radiation
modesd, the peak transmission is not affected. To appreciate
the significance of this fact, consider an alternativesvery
commonly usedd way of increasing lifetime: instead of add-
ing material dispersion, we add one more period of holes to
the sides of the cavitysso there are four holes on each sided.
The transmission is shown as the solid red curve in Fig. 2:
Qtrans=1079 sthis is very similar toQtrans in the case of the
green curve because of the particularvG value chosen for the
green curved, but Tpeak=0.2918, which is 2.6 times lower
than for the solid green curve. In the temporal domainsnot
shownd, both the green and red solid curves are exponen-

FIG. 2. sColord Transmission curves for all the microcavities
ssketched in Fig. 1d that were simulated. Solid blue and red lines
denote transmission through cavities made from nondispersive ma-
terial: blue is for the case with three holes on each side of the cavity,
while red is for the case of four holes on each side. Solid green and
black curves denote transmission through cavities in which disper-
sive material was included in the shaded “central” region of Fig. 1;
in each case, there were three holes on each side of the cavity. The
green curve is for the cavity whosensvd is shown in Fig. 3; it has
vGsvresd /c=0.0453. The black curve is for the cavity that has
vGsvresd /c=0.0150. Dashed curves are for the cavities that are ex-
actly the same as their corresponding-color solid curve counter-
parts, but now also including absorption: lmhnj=0.0077.

FIG. 3. Example of annsvd used in our simu-
lations; both imaginary and real parts are shown.
The column on the left showsnsvd over a broad
frequency range. The column on the right shows
the samensvd, but over the frequency regime rel-
evant for the microcavities studied. In the case
shown here,vG/c<0.0453 in the region of
interest.
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tially decaying with the same rate, but in the case of the
green curve,<2.6 times more energy is transmitted to the
output than in the case of the red curve. Intuitively, one can
also understand this peculiar influence of the material disper-
sion as follows: from the point of view of material disper-
sion, both the radiation modes, and waveguide modes look
the same. Therefore dispersion weakenssslows downd the
coupling to each of these modes by the same amount, thus
makingQtrans larger, while leavingTpeak unchanged. In con-
trast, adding an additional hole to each side of the cavity
lowers only GIO, thus decreasingTpeak. Before proceeding,
we perform one final check on this picture by lowering
vGsvresd /c in the central region to 0.0150. The result is
shown as the solid black curve in Fig. 2: althoughTpeak is
nearly the same as the solid green and blue curves,Qtrans
=2665, which is again a value consistent with the perturba-
tion theory resultf16g, despite the fact that at such low group
velocity we are stretching the limits of our numerical reso-
lution. Note however that because of the extreme resonance
width narrowing at such a low group velocity, only frequen-
ciesv that are very close tovres play an important role for
the system. But, it is precisely for these frequencies that our
perturbative model from Eq.s3d is most justified, since all
our expansions become better and better approximations pre-
cisely in that limit. For example, neglecting second order
dispersion in Eq.s2d causes even smaller errors than in the
case when group velocity is larger.

Considerations of the previous paragraph were for nearly
absorption-free systems. Now, we proceed to study the ef-
fects of increased material absorption. To do this, we take the
exact systems presented by the solid blue, red, and green
curves in Fig. 2, and add the same amount of absorption
Imhnj=0.0077 to each of them. The resulting transmissions
are shown by the dashed curves in Fig. 2. Consistent with
our model, theTpeaks in the blue and green case decreased by
the same factorsTpeak<0.276 nowd; both of these curves also
have significantly lowerQtranss now sQtrans=187 and 669,
respectivelyd, but as expected by Eq.s4d, the ratio of their
Qtranss did not change. Finally, fromTpeak, Qrad, andQtransof
the blue curve, we obtainQabs=476, which is quantitatively
consistent with the observedTpeak=0.0273 for the dashed red
curve, and with the perturbation theory predictionQabs
=n/ s2 Imhnjsd f16g. Since the light has much more time to
interact with the absorptive material in the case of the dashed
red curvesQtrans=327d, the resulting factor of decrease in
Tpeakis much larger than in the case of the dashed blue curve.

In contrast, our dispersive cavityseven now, in presence of
absorptiond has 10 times larger transmission than the dashed
red curve, while actually having a larger lifetimesby a factor
of 2d. Another way to understand this somewhat counterin-
tuitive result is to note that atvres, the systems corresponding
to the blue and green curves look exactly the same, meaning
that transmission atvres has to be exactly the same; the rest
of our results follow from this simple constraint.

Before concluding, a few words are in order to discuss
various possible physical implementations of the scheme we
propose. The ultraslow-lightsUSLd experiment from Ref.
f13g, is an obvious option. Other potentially promising sys-
tems to create slow-light media include polaritonic media
metal-dielectric surfaces supporting surface plasmons, and
USL in solidsf18g. Polaritons and surface plasmons tend to
be very lossy in the regimes of high dispersion; to compen-
sate for the loss, they could be combined with gain media, or
they could be cooled to very low temperatures in which case
losses drop dramatically. In USL losses are not a problem,
and it has a further interesting characteristic that its disper-
sion can be externally controlled with changing the ampli-
tude of an external coupling fieldf13g; this could potentially
provide a microcavity whoseQ could be dynamically
changed by many orders of magnitude. A typicalnsvd in
USL media has a very similar shape to the one we show in
Fig. 3; introducing USL media into a cavity would therefore
produce very similar results to the ones we show in Fig. 2.
Because of the importance of their applications, very signifi-
cant efforts have been devoted to designing high-Q micro-
cavities f7,17g. Most of these designs are compatible with
using highly dispersive materials; gaseous USL is suitable
for use with a photonic crystal microcavity from Ref.f17g,
while solid-state basedsin Pr-doped Y2SiO5 USL f18g could
be used with most existing microresonator designs. For ex-
ample, by naively combining solid-state USL from Ref.f18g
svG/c=1.5310−7d with the microcavity design from Ref.f7g
sQ.108d, it may be possible to achieveQ.1015. sClearly,
to achieve such long lifetimes, many various technical
hurdles would have to be overcome, including time-
dependent stray fields and temperature fluctuations.d
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